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Abstract
With the reemergence of great power competition, strategic competitors and rogue
states pose a variety of threats to the United States and allies, but it is their willingness
to operate in the ‘gray zone’ to press the boundaries of interstate competition short of
war and use political warfare to undermine liberal democratic institutions which offers
common dangerous characteristics. Russia’s deliberate undercutting of competitors and
manipulation of weaker states provides a representative example of these types of nontraditional threats. To design an updated interagency framework for non-traditional
threats, this paper examines three case studies in interagency organizational design
used to counter other non-traditional threats: counterterrorism, counter narcotics
trafficking, and America’s Cold War efforts to counter Soviet subversion. The proposed
framework draws on key characteristics from these case studies for interagency
organizational structure to more effectively conduct the art of statecraft short of war. The
United States should establish an interagency organizational structure at the strategic
and operational levels that has both a defensive and offensive mandate, bridges the
foreign and domestic divide in the diplomatic, military, intelligence, and law enforcement
communities, and includes public, private, and international partnerships when
appropriate.

21st Century Statecraft and the Return of Great Power Competition: An
Interagency Framework for Non-Traditional Threats
While the United States has routinely made incremental changes to its national
security departments and agencies, the most significant changes have occurred when
the government focused –– or rather, was compelled to focus –– on reorganizing the
national security structure to address the current threat of the time. Most of these major
revisions and new organizations were born from recent failures and in times of crisis. To
meet the revived threats posed by renewed great-power competition, specifically nontraditional threats in the gray zone from strategic competitors and rogue states, but most
prevalently from Russia, the United States should conduct the next evolution in
restructuring interagency organizational design before further evolution and expansion
of the threat –– or a catastrophic event –– necessitates in extremis change as occurred
at the end of World War II and following the 9/11 attacks.
At the conclusion of World War II, the Truman administration and Congress
completely restructured the organization of America’s national security apparatus.
Congress’ main goal was to prevent another strategic surprise as the intelligence failure
to predict the December 7, 1941 attack on Pearl Harbor demonstrated. More forward
looking, President Truman was focused on organizing for the future threat posed by the
Soviet Union.1 The result was the National Security Act of 1947, creating the National
Security Council (NSC), Secretary of Defense and Defense Department (DoD), and the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA).2 This foundation effectively supported the United
States in creating and maintaining the liberal-democratic world order during the
ideological struggle against communism for nearly fifty years and brought about the
favorable end to the Cold War. Yet, a future-focused reassessment of national security

organizational structure did not occur once the strategic conditions defined by the Cold
War changed, giving rise to new strategic threats to the United States such as
transnational terrorist organizations.
Following the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, Congress and the George
W. Bush administration conducted the largest restructuring of the national security
apparatus since 1947. Once again, the government organized for the threat, albeit
again following a failure. The Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004
established the Director for National Intelligence to replace the CIA director as the head
of the Intelligence Community (IC), empowering the position with budgetary and
personnel control over all seventeen member-agencies, and the National
Counterterrorism Center (NCTC), to bridge the divides associated with terrorism-related
intelligence and strategy. It also strengthened Federal Bureau of Investigation’s (FBI)
mandate as the leading domestic counterterrorism and counterintelligence organization
in the government, which, along with the newly created Department of Homeland
Security, would be key to defending the homeland and preventing future attacks.3
Nearly two decades later, these changes have proven effective in defending the
homeland from major attack and enabled a strategy of proactive counterterrorism, but
strategic conditions have once again changed while the United States focused on the
threat of terrorism.
As key guiding documents such as the Director of National Intelligence’s (DNI)
2017 Global Trends, the 2017 National Security Strategy (NSS), and the 2018 National
Defense Strategy (NDS) attest, terrorism is no longer America’s principal national
security concern.4 Since 2014, the United States has faced the return of great power
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competition with Russia and China, as well as rogue states Iran and North Korea,
presenting the United States with asymmetric and subversive challenges. The most
severe are aimed at undermining America’s, and its partners’ and allies’, liberal
democratic institutions, political systems, and societal cohesion.5 Thus, the United
States is faced with traditional rivals using non-traditional means to exert national power
and achieve their political objectives. Russia’s deliberate strategy of undercutting
competitors and manipulating weaker states is most emblematic of these non-traditional
threats. But with much of the nation’s national security infrastructure organized on a
post–Cold War footing oriented against transnational terrorist organizations, now is the
time to ask, “Are we organized for today’s non-traditional threats?”
To design an updated interagency framework for non-traditional threats posed by
strategic competitors and rogue states, this paper conducts a focused assessment of
non-traditional threats with specific emphasis on Russia’s methods of subversion and
political warfare. It then considers three case studies in interagency organizational
design used to counter other non-traditional threats. First, America’s post–9/11
counterterrorism organizational structure demonstrates that effective interagency
organizations can be implemented in a revolutionary manner following crisis. Second,
the counter narcotics trafficking example, beginning in the 1980s and continuing today,
shows how interagency organizations can evolve to become more effective by applying
the lessons of failure and increasing successes, with organizational adjustments to
match a changing threat. Third, the efforts to counter Cold War–era Soviet subversion
provide example of centralized strategic decision-making and limited scope interagency
organizations against a threat similar to that of today, but with important distinctions.
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The proposed interagency framework draws on key characteristics from these case
studies that will enable the United States to organize most effectively for the threats of
the day.
The organizational interagency cooperation demonstrated by the
counterterrorism community, counter-narcotics organizations, and America’s Cold War
efforts against Soviet subversion provide the U.S. government examples from which to
draw upon in organizing for today’s non-traditional threats at the strategic and
operational levels, prior to crisis, in order to accomplish the objectives set forth in the
NSS and NDS. A strategic-level organization is necessary to focus strategic analysis
and comprehensive policymaking to take on today’s non-traditional threats. But it is also
insufficient for the objective if not complemented by one or more operational action
arms, empowered with proper authorities to act and to coordinate and synchronize
interagency activities meant to identify, disrupt, dismantle, and deter. In the current era
of adversaries aggressively pressing the boundaries of international norms and peace
to achieve their strategic objectives, the United States must more effectively conduct the
art of statecraft short of war. To do so, the United States should establish an
interagency organizational structure at the strategic and operational levels that has both
a defensive and offensive mandate, bridges the foreign and domestic divide in the
diplomatic, military, intelligence, and law enforcement communities, and includes public,
private, and international partnerships when appropriate.
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What is the Future Threat?
The reemergence of great power competition, as identified in the NSS and NDS,
highlights the return of strategic competitors Russia and China, as well as destabilizing
rogue states Iran and North Korea.6 These nations pose a variety of threats to the
United States and allies, but it is their willingness to operate in the ‘gray zone’ to press
the boundaries of interstate competition short of war and use political warfare to
undermine liberal democratic institutions which offers common dangerous
characteristics.7 The rules-based democratic world order does not suit these nations’
strategic ends, therefore they are inclined to challenge these fundamental doctrines in
order to either reshape them toward their advantage or diminish the strength of the
institutions in order to rebalance power in their favor and close the gap in relative
strength.8 Because the cost of conventional war and risk of escalation to nuclear war
are so high, and because the United States retains a decisive conventional military
advantage, more and more of this competition will be through non-traditional means.9
While all of the above-listed adversaries are executing their own respective
versions of a gray zone strategy, Russia’s activities below the threshold of war are most
representative of the type of non-traditional threats that the United States must better
organize against. Of the adversaries identified in the NSS and NDS, Russia’s
application of this strategy may pose the largest threat to the post–World War II
democratic liberal order because it so deliberately focuses on the transatlantic
institutions and the democratic systems of the United States as well as western and
central European nations.10 Further, the Russian doctrine of “New Generation Warfare,”
which increasingly integrates non-military means with military capabilities, provides the
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most coherent assemblage of a strategy that integrates non-traditional means to
achieve political ends.11 Finally, among the aforementioned state adversaries,
revanchist Russia is most aggressively employing political warfare as a component of
its strategy. Though there is no universally agreed upon definition of political warfare,
George Kennan’s description as “the logical application of Clausewitz’s doctrine in time
of peace” which includes “employment of all the means at a nation’s command, short of
war, to achieve its national objectives” is the most succinct summation. Political warfare,
in Kennan’s definition and as displayed by Russia behavior, includes activities that are
both overt and covert, spanning from political alliances, economic tools, propaganda
and psychological warfare, and support to opposition and resistance groups.12
Russia employs cyber warfare and information operations to tamper with
elections and exploit contentious social issues in order to sow division, expertly
manipulating the social media environment with misinformation. It supports opposition
groups in non-aligned, western-leaning former Soviet states; hedges for the future
through relationships with select terrorist groups; props up authoritarian dictators with
mercenary groups, ostensibly operating outside official government sanction; and
conducts political assassination against opposition leaders and outspoken members of
the media. It uses economic coercion and energy resources to influence governmental
decisions and create dependencies. It foments instability in parts of the developing
world, resulting in displaced populations seeking refuge in western Europe, using
migration as a destabilizing weapon. The United States is not always the intended
target of these malign activities, but its major role in the world is the primary motivator
for much of this strategy.13
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The Russian method of political warfare clearly poses not only external but also
internal threats to the United States and other targets. This is particularly true in its use
of influence operations to manipulate the information environment, which Russian
doctrine uses as a fifth column–like tool of statecraft to destabilize societies and
undermine governments from within.14 Often the ultimate goal is not to change its
targets’ ideology, but rather to erode confidence in western democratic institutions and
society. Russia routinely seeks to intensify division in American society by provoking all
sides over contentious issues, intent on calling out and exploiting the vulnerabilities
created by U.S. racial and economic diversity.15 Further and more provocative evidence
can be found in Russia’s efforts to influence the 2016 presidential election. The U.S.
Intelligence Community assesses its intent was consistent with efforts “to undermine the
U.S.-led liberal democratic order,” but with an increased level of intensity not previously
seen.16 Russia has also targeted other western nations’ elections, reinserted itself into
the 2018 mid-term elections, and is likely postured to do so again in the 2020
presidential race.17 Russia is also likely to continue more targeted operations to
influence U.S. policy through disinformation, data manipulation, and hack-and-leak
operations.18
Russia’s present-day use of political warfare and the gray zone are not dissimilar
to Cold War–era Soviet “active measures,” which were used to covertly influence and
disrupt adversaries by disseminating a wide array of harmful information and
disinformation, creating and supporting proxy groups, and enabling illicit and sometimes
violent activities.19 Contemporary Russian influence operations use similar strategies,
but with the added velocity, lower cost, and further reach of modern communications
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technology.20 In addition, emerging technology in artificial intelligence and machine
learning may soon allow the use of ‘neural networks’ to very accurately impersonate
real people online and ‘deep fakes’ to create false images, audio recordings, and videos
that never actually happened in real life.21 When used for malign purpose, these tools
can flood the information environment with falsehoods and contradictions, thereby
making what is true unknowable in the most extreme cases, or at least disrupting
societies, media outlets, and key leaders who have to spend energy perpetually
correcting the record. Guarding against the magnitude of potential technologically
enabled threats will require greatly increased partnership with the private sector.
In the modern era, private industry has a vast role to play in securing our
institutions and social fabric. Acknowledging the information environment is a
warfighting domain in a political warfare sense, private digital media companies, as
much as any government, own the domain in which struggles for legitimacy and
influence are commonly fought. In the absence of effective regulatory norms,
adversaries use platforms like Facebook and Twitter to carry out their influence
operations with near impunity, often concealing the sponsor of the message or the
authenticity of the messenger, let alone the accuracy or truthfulness. The news media
has been routinely duped into further spinning the echo chamber of “fake news” in their
endless efforts to be the first with a storyline, at times sacrificing a professional
responsibility to corroborate the veracity of their information. Adversaries can exploit this
unwitting error when news outlets prioritize rapid reporting on trending stories, as
adversaries have learned to manipulate what is trending through use of automated
tools.22 More overt are the Russian-sponsored news media such as RT (formerly known
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as Russia Today) and Sputnik, which broadcast news to U.S. and other audiences
around the world that has a decidedly anti-western and pro-Russian slant. Russian use
of lobbying firms and special-interest groups enables the purchase of influence in
Washington, often via Russian proxies which provide distance for the Russian
government.23 In sum, the openness of American society and the U.S. system of
government provide an exceptionally large attack surface for influence operations, much
of which flows through the private sector.24
The 2016 election tampering provides the most glaring example of Russia’s
political warfare campaign against the United States. In retrospect, the U.S. government
now knows much more about the election tampering than it did during the race. The
special counsel investigation led by former FBI Director Robert Mueller and the
unclassified Intelligence Community assessment provide evidence that the pieces to the
puzzle are largely assembled.25 However, it is now also clear that the Intelligence
Community did know that tampering was occurring in the months leading up to the
election. The Obama administration, understandably careful to guard against
perceptions of the sitting president influencing the election outcome, did not sound the
alarm. Instead, they chose a much more subtle strategy to warn the Russians off and
inform the public approximately one month before the election.26 Neither effort gained
traction and the public largely ignored the warning.27 The episode may not have the
appearance of a catastrophic event the way Pearl Harbor or the 9/11 attacks do, but it
was nevertheless an intelligence failure as Russia’s actions were a “sustained assault
on [the United States’] traditional values and institutions of governance.”28 Though not
as spectacular as those earlier strategic attacks on the U.S. homeland, the deliberate
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meddling in the 2016 election constitutes an equivalent violation. Russian subversion
blatantly violated the political sovereignty of the United States, which, by the definition of
aggression between nations, is equal in severity to violating its territorial integrity.29
The United States national security apparatus has not yet fully acknowledged
that this was on par with previous catastrophic attacks and a reevaluation of the nation’s
organizational preparedness for future non-traditional threats is long past due. Though
the government is now better able to identify this type of activity, it is still not fully
organized to rapidly assess the adversary’s effectiveness or overall intentions, nor to
formulate disruptive and preventative coordinated action. Former DNI James Clapper,
who headed the Intelligence Community during the Russian election meddling, affirmed
the gap in capability during that time. The IC’s capabilities are oriented outside the
United States toward external threats and that, though the community could see that the
Russians were attempting to influence voters, they did not have the mandate or means
to assess the impacts of the influence campaign.30 Recent examples that show positive
movement in recognizing the severity of the threat are the FBI’s establishment of the
Foreign Influence Task Force and Justice Department’s Cyber-Digital Task Force to
investigate and counter foreign influence operations.31 However, these efforts alone are
not sufficient to address the magnitude of the global threat. It is imperative to continue
to close this and other gaps by further organizing the interagency for the non-traditional
threats Russia and other adversaries pose.
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Case Studies in Interagency Organization
Counterterrorism, counter-narcotics, and Cold War–era efforts against the Soviet
Union’s active measures and other subversive activities offer three interagency
structural examples the U.S. government has used to address non-traditional threats.
Though the nature of state-sponsored subversion is unique, the threats posed and
parried in these case studies are useful comparisons because of their shared
characteristics. First, each represents a transregional or global challenge. Terrorist
groups and drug trafficking organizations often operate across borders in ways which
transcend the geographic and functional administrative boundaries by which America’s
national security departments and agencies organize. Soviet active measures also did
not historically operate only inside the borders of the U.S.S.R. or the United States.
Rather, their disinformation campaigns, political and economic pressure, support to
armed opposition groups, and illicit activities occurred on a global scale.32 Second, they
all thrive in the shadows. Their methods of obscuring and concealing their activities and
the manner in which they exploited adversaries' vulnerabilities impede the government’s
ability to identify and coordinate action. They also took great effort to obfuscate the
origins and their sponsorship of the activities, providing necessary plausible deniability.
Third, the organizations and their activities functioned as systems to provide command
and control and to conduct their activities. With appropriate resources and focus,
national security organizations can map systems and processes to better understand
the key nodes and personnel in the organizations, provide predictive analysis of
emerging threats, and identify vulnerabilities to exploit in order to disrupt plots or
dismantle critical capabilities. Fourth and finally, the U.S. government’s counters
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included kinetic and non-kinetic means, often in the wheelhouse of law enforcement,
counterintelligence, and governance programs, but the military does have expertise and
resources that can be brought to bear in coordination with the tools resident in other
departments and agencies. The best organizing practices drawn from these three case
studies will provide a framework for interagency organizational design to address the
non-traditional threats posed by state-sponsored subversion.

Counterterrorism Interagency Cooperation: Revolutionary Change
The 9/11 attacks woke America from its post–Cold War slumber, brought on by a
decade of unipolar dominance, and led to sweeping change of the national security
structure. The ensuing interagency restructuring shows that revolutionary change can
create very effective systems to counter non-traditional threats, even if following a
catastrophic event. Almost immediately following the attacks, the George W. Bush
administration began making changes in order to better organize for the terrorism
threat. The president established the Office of Homeland Security, later to become the
Department of Homeland Security.33 Congress passed the PATRIOT Act, providing
sweeping authority to domestic law enforcement agencies, and the Authorization for the
Use of Military Force (AUMF), giving the Department of Defense the domestic legal
authority to pursue the perpetrators of the attacks and those who harbored them.34 The
administration also reprioritized terrorism within all departments and agencies, setting
the nation on a more vigilant and ready footing. In 2004, the publication of the 9/11
Commission Report and the resultant Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act
legislated the creation of the Director of National Intelligence to head the seventeen-
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member Intelligence Community. The act empowered the DNI with budgetary and
personnel management authority over the entire IC, critical management authority to
prioritize collection and analysis across departments and agencies that had not existed
under the previous Director of Central Intelligence model. It also mandated the
establishment of the National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC) and provided the DNI
the authority to establish additional centers to synchronize the IC against specific
threats.35
Beginning with NCTC at the strategic level and three operational action arms, the
counterterrorism case study showcases the value of complementary strategic and
operational organizations, their ability to bridge the foreign and domestic divide, the
necessity to have both a defensive and offensive mandate, and the importance of a
public-private partnership. NCTC holds four principle missions. First is its responsibility
as the IC’s primary organization for analyzing and integrating all terrorism- and
counterterrorism-related intelligence, excluding strictly domestic terrorists.36 This
assignment is meant to bridge the foreign and domestic divide made apparent by the
pre–9/11 failure to overcome the rivalries, bureaucratic cultures, and statutory barriers
to sharing between the national intelligence organizations and the law enforcement
portions of the IC.37 Second, NCTC is responsible for counterterrorism strategic
operational planning, integrating capabilities from all relevant departments and
agencies. It is able to assign roles and responsibilities, but it does not have authority to
direct the execution of operations.38 Therefore, it is not itself an operational arm, but
rather ensures whole-of-government unity of effort. Third, it ensures intelligence sharing
across departments and agencies as appropriate and that those same organizations
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have the intelligence support required to execute their respective assigned missions.
Similar to bridging the foreign-domestic divide, this responsibility is intended to
overcome the IC’s failure to “connect the dots” prior to 9/11 where numerous pieces of
critical information were spread throughout the interagency, but not aggregated or
available to all that needed it to identify and assess the emerging threat.39 Finally,
NCTC is the repository of knowledge for terrorists and terrorist groups regarding
membership, capabilities, goals, and strategies.40
Three interagency operational-level action arms which complement NCTC’s
strategic focus are noteworthy examples of successful integration of capability from
across the national security departments and agencies. Led by the military, the FBI, and
the CIA, respectively, each includes representation of departments and agencies with
particular counterterrorism tools and responsibilities from across the government, is
empowered with clear authority to act, and coordinates operations slightly differently but
in an effectively overlapping manner. Each maintains key international partnerships to
share information and extend operational reach. All have an offensive, proactive
mindset enabling disruption and prevention of attacks, and also dismantlement of
terrorist networks and capability. Finally, each of these interagency organizations has
the ability to operate across administrative boundaries in order to counter terrorist
groups’ transregional methods of operation.
Though Joint Interagency Task Forces (JIATF) were not a new concept prior to
9/11, U.S. Special Operations Command has used them to “achieve unprecedented
levels of interagency collaboration” in the fight against terror since then.41 One
particularly successful example is the JIATF established in 2004 by then–Lieutenant
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General Stanley McChrystal, commander of a special operations joint task force
responsible for counterterrorism operations in Iraq, Afghanistan, and other areas where
networks supporting terrorism thrived. General McChrystal’s goal in bringing together
representatives, and therefore capabilities, of the CIA, FBI, National Security Agency
(NSA), National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA), and Defense Intelligence
Agency (DIA) was twofold. Bringing together these experts in their fields greatly
increased the effectiveness of principally military operations against Al Qaeda’s most
senior leaders in Iraq and Afghanistan. They also allowed the task force to leverage the
tools resident in each of the other participating members’ parent organizations in order
to disrupt the international nature of Al Qaeda’s support apparatus, a network outside
the formal war zones which included recruiters, financiers, logisticians, facilitators, and
transiting foreign fighters. According to General McChrystal, establishing the JIATF
turned the special operations task force “from a collection of niche strike forces into a
network able to integrate diverse elements from the U.S. government into a unified
effort.”42 The resultant precision and pace of operations is considered a major
contributing factor in turning the tide against Al Qaeda in Iraq beginning in 2007.43
CIA’s Counterterrorism Center (CTC) offers another example of success in
operational interagency coordination. As a part of the CIA, this operational action arm is
oriented overseas to disrupt terrorist networks.44 Established in 1986 and still in
existence today, though now more robustly resourced and with a vastly more prominent
role, CTC was the CIA’s first permanent unit to fuse analysis and operations, a much
more commonplace practice now.45 Also including vast representation from across the
interagency, CTC has included from its inception other departments and agencies such
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as NSA, DIA, FBI, and Department of State, to name only a selection and has a close
relationship with NCTC.46 CTC “targets terrorist leaders and cells, disrupts their plots,
severs their financial and logistical links, and makes it difficult for terrorists to find safe
haven.”47 While most operations are executed by overseas stations and bases, CTC is
the coordination hub, integrating operations and intelligence, for the CIA’s war on
terror.48
The FBI maintains a network of Joint Terrorism Task Forces (JTTFs), serving as
hubs for interagency cooperation. These law enforcement–heavy JTTFs include
representation from the Intelligence Community, the Department of Homeland Security
and other federal law enforcement agencies, plus they add the benefit of local law
enforcement. With offices in 104 U.S. cities, the JTTFs expand the reach and
integration of the FBI and other federal departments and agencies down to the local
level. To coordinate across that number of task force elements, an interagency National
Joint Terrorism Task Force resides at FBI Headquarters to ensure information and
intelligence sharing between local JTTFs and interagency representatives from across
the federal government.49
Prior to the attacks on 9/11, the FBI was not centrally focused on terrorism, but
on criminal investigations. The attacks highlighted a number of gaps in the country’s
preparedness to identify and disrupt terrorist attacks, both externally and internally.
Among those gaps were failures to share across foreign-focused intelligence agencies
and the domestically-focused law enforcement community. Also, the FBI’s lawenforcement, evidence-based, culture made it more of a reactive organization, so it was
not postured for prevention but for investigation after the fact. Following the attacks,
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then-Director Robert Mueller prioritized its leading role for domestic terrorism and
retooled the bureau to become a more proactive in identifying and preventing attacks.
The 9/11 Commission Report concluded that the FBI should remain as lead
domestically for counterterrorism and counterintelligence and subsequent legislation
strengthened the agency’s ability to do so.50 With the shift in mindset, and prioritization
within the FBI of counterterrorism, the bureau expanded its network of JTTFs by tripling
the number of offices and quadrupling the membership across the country. This footing
has allowed the FBI to coordinate not just greater information sharing, but also
effectiveness in pre- and post-crisis coordination because of the standing structure and
relationships among agencies and personnel.51 Through JTTFs and their diverse
representation from local, state, and federal government, the FBI now develops leads,
cultivates informants, and conducts surveillance to thwart future attacks and punish
those who support and conduct them, either in the United States or overseas. 52
The overlapping of military-, CIA-, and FBI-led efforts balances against vast
external threats and the growing threat of homegrown violent extremists, those
radicalized usually through online propaganda and inspired or directed by overseas
terrorist groups to conduct violent attacks at home. The emergence of the increased
domestic threat highlights the importance of a public-private partnership in identifying
and preventing attacks, which can be leveraged in a number of ways. The FBI views
local law enforcement and their integration into JTTFs as critical for this function.
Creating relationships within communities and the corporate sector makes it possible to
broadly educate the population on the signs of potential nefarious activity and
businesses on financial transactions, purchases, or other activities that indicate a future
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threat.53 Another example of public-private partnership is the Lower Manhattan Security
Initiative, where the New York City Police Department works with public and private
partners to deploy and integrate networked technological capability to aid in securing
the city’s and nation’s critical infrastructure in Manhattan’s financial district.54 Through
other tools such as Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, and formerly PATRIOT, now
FREEDOM Act legislation, the law enforcement and intelligence communities gain
access to critical private information for national security purpose. Though this creates a
tension with civil liberties which must be reckoned with, many private businesses
routinely and willingly fulfill reporting requirements in the interest of security. 55 Finally,
digital platforms and social media have taken steps to self-police extremist content and
to aid Countering Violent Extremism programs. Technology companies investing in
increasingly capable artificial intelligence tools to identify inappropriate content or see
indications of threatening behavior provide some optimism for limiting vulnerabilities
inherent in the ubiquitous nature of social media.56
The counterterrorism case emphasizes the importance of strategic- and
operational-level complementary organizations that can integrate intelligence and
effects across the foreign and domestic divide. The proactive nature of post–9/11
counterterrorism shows the value of both offensive and defensive capability to protect
the homeland and U.S. interests. Operational-level interagency organizations led by the
military, CIA, and FBI are complementary, not redundant, because they spread differing
approaches and mitigate geographic limitations. Like terrorism, Russia’s non-traditional
threats have both foreign and domestic components and require far-reaching,
coordinated actions that are both defensive and offensive in order to protect democratic
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institutions and U.S. populations from malign influence. Finally, the examples of publicprivate partnerships in countering violent extremism are necessary to draw from in
mitigating Russia’s use of technology, as is mobilizing the private sector in securing
America’s open society and system of governance.

Interagency Cooperation in Counter-Narcotics Trafficking: Evolutionary Change
The current interagency cooperation highlighted by Joint Interagency Task Force
South (JIATF South), a counter-narcotics trafficking task force, is another example of a
well-organized operational action arm, enabled by a complementary strategic-level
policy formulation body, with the ability to coordinate across foreign and domestic lines
as well as transregionally across administrative boundaries. However, unlike the
sweeping changes represented by the terrorism case, interagency cooperation to
counter narcotics trafficking occurred more incrementally over time, in a more
evolutionary manner. Rather than a single catastrophic event, the roots of interagency
organizations to counter drug trafficking began with the rapid growth of Colombian drug
cartels in the 1980s, which overwhelmed traditional law enforcement means to counter
drugs and associated crime, and grabbed the public’s attention.
Beginning with amendment of the Posse Comitatus Act in 1981, Congress
loosened the restrictions on DoD allowing for a supporting role to civilian law
enforcement and the Coast Guard, though still restraining the military from direct
participation in domestic law enforcement activities. This opened the door to DoD
intelligence and surveillance capabilities, as well as logistical and transportation
support, being brought to bear. The first two attempts at interagency cooperation were
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led by Vice President George H.W. Bush in the early 1980s, drawing all key agencies
and departments from across the federal government into a task force oriented on
networks smuggling into South Florida and a coordinated border interdiction system in
the southwestern United States. Both had only limited effects against trafficking and
neither achieved the strategic outcomes expected of cabinet-level coordinating body. In
1986, President Ronald Reagan declared that narcotrafficking was a national security
threat, adding necessary weight to the effort. Rather than continue to coordinate
operations at the national level, the White House instead identified “lead agencies,”
conceptually dividing responsibility for portions of drug interdiction across different
departments and agencies. For instance, the Customs Service had responsibility for
land-based interdiction at the borders while the Coast Guard was responsible for
maritime interdictions. However, the lead agency approach did not yield the anticipated
improvements in interagency cooperation and the threat of drugs and associated
violence remained a prevalent threat, causing Congress to intervene in 1988.57
Through the Anti–Drug Abuse Act of 1988, Congress created the Office of
National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP) in the Executive Office of the President, the
beginnings of a strategic-level organization to coordinate policy. At the time, the
ONDCP’s main responsibility was to ensure that the strategies of the U.S. government’s
departments and agencies with a drug control mandate aligned with the President’s
National Drug Control Strategy. However, ONDCP at the time was not empowered to
direct cooperation from any department or agency, as incremental improvements in the
ONDCP’s ability to oversee policy execution would come years later. Congress also
directed that DoD assume the lead agency role for detection and monitoring of drug
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trafficking into the United States, and identified the Coast Guard as the lead agency for
interdiction and arrest, in the 1989 National Defense Authorization Act. Other law
enforcement agencies maintained their own roles for interdiction and arrest, furthering
the ambiguity of which organization had the lead and when and where. This legislation
and the executive’s emphasis on drug trafficking led to the earliest manifestations of
operational level action arms, led by DoD, to coordinate across the interagency. DoD
established joint task forces (JTFs) and operations-intelligence fusion centers that
would allow DoD to link operations with law enforcement agencies and the Coast Guard
in the geographic combatant commands (GCC) of U.S. Pacific Command (USPACOM),
North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD), U.S. Southern Command
(USSOUTHCOM), and Atlantic Command, a command that was later absorbed into
other GCCs.58
Creation of the JTFs meant an influx of unique resources to support countering
narcotics trafficking. However, the impacts of the JTFs were limited by the continued
use of the lead agency approach which created seams between the identification and
tracking of smuggling activities and the actual interdiction operations. A hesitancy on the
part of law enforcement agencies to share sensitive case information further reduced
DoD’s ability to orient assets toward known shipments. Adding to the problem, each
respective participating agency maintained its own intelligence assessment, which led
to multiple, uncoordinated collection plans and targeting priorities. The challenge of
having no common intelligence or operating picture was further exacerbated by the lack
of tactical control the JTFs held over other agencies’ assets supporting operations.
Finally, a cultural difference between the DoD and law enforcement communities
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created a tension in determining when to act. The law enforcement community generally
preferred to follow the drugs in order to better understand the whole of the smuggling
network and make more future arrests and convictions. Conversely, the JTFs preferred
interdiction of shipments at the earliest opportunity because of the massive resources
and effort required to track targets. It would take additional legislative empowerment of
the ONDCP and innovative employment of greatly reduced resources to overcome
these early friction points.59
Early in his administration, President Bill Clinton conducted a reassessment of
the nation’s counterdrug strategy, giving greater emphasis to programs aimed at
reducing demand in the United States and disrupting the supply chain by combatting
narco-trafficking organizations inside source countries, rather than primarily through
interdiction. As a result, interdiction resources and operating budgets were cut
dramatically.60 At the same time, though, the President’s order strengthened the role of
the ONDCP in three key ways, making it responsible for “leading and coordinating the
development, implementation, and assessment of U.S. drug policy.”61 First, the order
assigned the director responsibility to assess and certify budgets and oversee National
Drug Control Strategy compliance of departments and agencies. As Congress provides
separate funding for each department and agency, the ONDCP cannot compel
expenditures, but may advocate for adjustments to better support the strategy. Second,
ONDCP would be responsible for “oversight and direction of all international counternarcotics policy development and implementation.”62 Third, it directed the ONDCP to
establish a Coordinator for Drug Interdiction to ensure sufficiency of assets for
interdiction and their optimal integration. The Interdiction Coordinator is responsible for
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developing and overseeing the National Interdiction Command and Control Plan, which
includes resourcing and synchronizing interdiction activities of relevant departments and
agencies. Additionally, new legislation empowered the Director of the ONDCP with the
ability direct temporary movement of personnel across agencies and to create
counterdrug task forces, as it did in collaboration with DoD, the Coast Guard, and the
Customs Service in creating the precursor organizations to what is today JIATF South.63
Under the ONDCP’s new authority, a National Interdiction Command and Control
Plan transitioned the JTFs into a new model, JIATFs, with greater unity of effort
including tactical control of assets operating in support of its mission and an intelligence
support plan to overcome a lack of actionable intelligence by ensuring relevant agencies
had access to the right intelligence in a timely manner. These changes took time to
implement, but the JIATF model began to overcome the shortcomings of the previous
lead agency model.64
The predecessors to JIATF South evolved over time to become more efficient,
reinforcing success and closing capabilities gaps. The JIATF conducted two major
expansions of its area of responsibility (AOR), becoming an exemplar for future
transregional task forces. To meet the changing tactics employed by drug traffickers,
the JIATF absorbed responsibility for portions of the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans that
were not covered by the owning GCCs. Cross-GCC agreements, mirrored by the
interagency partner organizations in the JIATF, allowed the task force to operate across
GCC administrative boundaries. Their AOR now included all of SOUTHCOM, and parts
of PACOM, NORTHCOM, and operational reach into EUCOM. SOUTHCOM also
combined the functions of two previously existing JIATFs into one in order to improve
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end-to-end mission management and operations-intelligence fusion since one task force
had been responsible for counterdrug operations inside source countries and the other
for interdictions of shipments that had departed those countries. This made a singular
task force organized to understand and affect the smuggling network more effectively as
a system, end-to-end from cultivation and manufacturing through shipment to
distribution networks in the United States, bridging the foreign-domestic divide. It also
allowed the task force to follow interdictions and arrests through prosecution and
intelligence exploitation, enhancing the intelligence and operations cycle. The JIATF
also improved its ability to integrate all intelligence assets, including human intelligence,
imagery intelligence, intelligence related to commercial and private air and maritime
traffic, and robust signals intelligence, with these resources growing over time with
increased successes. The JIATF expanded its reach through a network of liaison teams
in embassies in key countries throughout the region which included intelligence support
to the law enforcement attaché operating from embassies and consulates. Not only did
this yield better information sharing in both directions, but also with host nation partner
law enforcement which enabled greater influence over their operations and the task
force’s understanding of the networks and key personalities it would target. Finally,
integrating international partners extends the JIATF’s operational reach for interdictions,
arrests, and prosecutions in North, Central, and South America and in Europe.65
Today, JIATF South is an interagency intelligence and operations fusion
organization that complements the strategic policy function of the ONDCP with a
centralized element to coordinate intelligence and disruption operations. Like the
counterterrorism interagency task forces, it is a proven success as “a model for whole-
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of-government problem-solving.”66 The DoD-led task force includes all military services
partnering with federal law enforcement agencies and members of the intelligence
community, plus at least fourteen partner nations. JIATF South’s mission is to “execute
detection and monitoring of illicit trafficking across all domains, and facilitate
international and interagency interdiction to enable disruption and dismantlement of illicit
and converging threat networks in support of national and hemispheric security.”67 The
JIATF’s effectiveness is measured in volume of drugs seized: in 2017, the task force
seized 285 metric tons of cocaine, which nearly tripled the average annual seizures
from 1989 through 2000 and far exceeds interdictions by other organizations with a
similar mission.68
JIATF South’s successes are a result of a years-long effort to create a system
of trust amongst interagency and international partners and to learn how to best employ
and integrate the various capabilities available to the task force. The JIATF
demonstrates that success breeds success, that other agencies will seek an increased
cooperative relationship as long as the task force provides value back to parent
organizations. JIATF South also reinforces that it is essential for contributing partners to
be senior and empowered to represent their parent organizations’ positions and
coordinate resources and action as necessary. The example also demonstrates the
unique challenges in leading an interagency organization with few formal agreements
between contributing departments and agencies. Leaders must prioritize not only the
JIATF’s mission, but also the equities of partner organizations and nations by showing
an appreciation for partner concerns and a willingness to compromise when methods
conflict with partner interests.69
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Counter-narcotics organizational design further demonstrates the value of
complementary strategic and operational level organizations. At the strategic level,
though an imperfect design lacking a strategic intelligence analysis function, the
ONDCP highlights the particular importance of providing the appropriate level of
resourcing for, and focus on, the threat is essential to ensuring legitimacy of the effort
across departments and agencies. Operationally, JIATF South provides an exceptional
example of how law enforcement, intelligence, and military capabilities can integrate to
bridge the foreign and domestic divide, a critical capability to effectively counter the
foreign and domestic components of Russian subversion. The counter-narcotics
methods highlighted here also offer disruptive, offensive capabilities, organized to
interdict the adversary’s smuggling capability before their illicit cargo reaches U.S.
shores. Likewise, the ability to disrupt Russian non-traditional threats before they can
fully manifest and dismantle their infrastructure in order to raise the costs of future
malign activity will diminish Russia’s effectiveness and contribute to deterring Russian
subversion. The example of JIATF South also demonstrates that an integrated task
force can overcome the limitations of independent departmental actions as well as a
lead agency approach to non-traditional threats, where the whole is greater than the
sum of its parts. Present efforts against foreign influence led by the FBI and Justice
Department follow the lead federal agency approach and should be bolstered through
revised interagency organizational structure.
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Interagency Coordination to Counter to Soviet Subversion: Limited Scope
Throughout the Cold War, presidential administrations sought ways to coordinate
effective actions to check Soviet aggression while balancing risk through centralized
decision-making at the national level, an approach that limited the scope of lower-level
interagency coordination. Early in the Cold War, the United States created a number of
supporting organizations to counter Soviet influence operations, including the U.S.
Information Agency and its numerous publications and public messaging outlets Radio
Free Europe, Radio Liberty, and Voice of America. It also created organizations to
coordinate covert activities with other foreign policy tools, beginning with the Office of
Policy Coordination in the CIA in 1948.70 Presidents Harry Truman and Dwight
Eisenhower each established the cabinet-level coordinating bodies which reported to
the National Security Council; the Psychological Strategy Board and the Operations
Coordinating Board were organized to integrate diplomatic, defense, and intelligence
psychological activities and other national security policy execution in the 1950s.71 In
1961, John F. Kennedy created the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID)
to provide a mechanism for using foreign aid to counter the spread of communism in the
developing world.72
During this period, the United States devoted all elements of its national power,
including diplomacy, information, the military, economics, and covert tools, to achieve
strategic objectives and to counter the Soviet Union. Diplomatic and economic support
to Turkey and Greece in 1947 signaled the beginning of the Truman Doctrine of
providing assistance to democratic nations under internal and external threat from
communism.73 Soon after, the European Recovery Program, better known as the
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Marshall Plan, rebuilt and strengthened European economies in order to create
resiliency and keep Western European nations securely democratic. Later, USAID
would continue as an institutionalized body to provide development aid as a means of
combating the spread of communism.74 The United States employed information
programs to reach populations in denied areas and those at risk of communist
ideological expansion. The Departments of State and Defense, as well as the CIA,
mounted psychological warfare and other messaging efforts throughout the Cold War.
The U.S. Information Agency (USIA) provided the most widespread means for overt
information efforts including publications in thirty languages, sponsoring pro-U.S.
speakers around the world, promoting the arts and cultural events, and administering
media organizations.75 Military alliances, with the North Atlantic Treaty Organization the
preeminent example, further bolstered defense against communist aggression and
increased the collective power of coalitions against the Soviet Union. The military
interventions in Korea and Vietnam illustrated the United States’ willingness to use force
to check communist expansion and other interventions in Central and South America
show the value of Special Forces in countering communist-backed insurgencies in the
western hemisphere.76
The United States also used CIA covert action, concealing the hand of the U.S.
government, throughout the Cold War to supplement diplomatic, economic, and military
efforts or with the CIA in the lead, mounting its own independent operations. Early in the
Cold War, the CIA provided covert support to anti-communist political parties, labor
unions, media, student organizations, and resistance groups in Europe to create strong
and compelling alternatives to communist-backed groups, giving them tools to spread
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anti-communist, pro-Western messages. These efforts served the government’s
objective of keeping communist parties from gaining influence and political power
worldwide. CIA-led regime overthrows in Iran, Guatemala, and Chile in the 1950s
removed Soviet-friendly governments and later CIA-supported guerilla movements in
Angola, Nicaragua, and Afghanistan pressured communist governments and Soviet
support, albeit all with mixed results and impacts.77
As the 1979 Soviet invasion of Afghanistan signaled the end of détente, relations
between the United States and Soviet Union deteriorated. President Jimmy Carter
intensified U.S. public exposure of the moral failures and human rights violations of the
Soviet Union, began support to the Solidarity movement in Poland, and initiated covert
support for guerilla groups in Afghanistan and elsewhere. Upon assuming office, Ronald
Reagan expanded these efforts and others into the most comprehensive strategy
against the Soviet Union of the Cold War, intent on exploiting the vulnerabilities inherent
in the Soviet system of autocratic and forceful rule. Though the campaign was
fundamentally an interagency effort, its planning and conduct was centrally organized
and led by Reagan’s White House.78 However, one small interagency organization had
outsized impacts against the Soviet counteroffensive.
In response to the increased pressure, the Soviets ramped up their aggressive
campaign to weaken the United States and advance Soviet objectives and communist
ideology. Reagan considered these so-called active measures such a threat that he
established a small, part-time interagency committee called the Active Measures
Working Group (AMWG) which coordinated policy to respond to Soviet disinformation.
The working group, chaired by the Department of State’s Office of Intelligence and
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Research, included members of the NSC, CIA, FBI, USIA, and DoD. The group enabled
collaboration amongst the participants with the focus limited to exposing covert attempts
to influence foreign and domestic populations, thus reducing the disinformation’s
effectiveness and increasing political costs to the Soviet Union.79 Ultimately, the
AMWG’s main purpose was to educate the American and international audience about
active measures and to expose the insidious activities of the Soviets. The working
group’s first report on Soviet malign activities, Soviet Active Measures: Forgery,
Disinformation, Political Operations, published on October 9, 1981, caught the public’s
attention with an inventory of active measures techniques: forgeries, press
manipulation, disinformation, political influence, support to opposition movements,
economic influence, and employment of compromised academics and journalists.80
The seminal example of the working group’s ability to counter Soviet active
measures was the response to a KGB operation to spread disinformation blaming the
United States for the creation of the AIDS virus. Employing techniques common to other
active measures, the Soviets planted a story in an Indian newspaper through a forged
letter purportedly from a U.S. scientist claiming that AIDS was the product of a military
biological weapons program. The story lay dormant for nearly three years before the
KGB chose to activate it with another published story, this time in the Soviet Union,
which built on and referenced the original story. KGB officers leveraged East German
counterpart intelligence service to enlist a German scientist to spread the story through
scientific publications, high profile interviews, and eventually seeding the story into a
popular novel. With more help from the KGB, the story eventually reached global media
in eighty countries. The AMWG worked for more than two years to defeat the story, by
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generally exposing Soviet disinformation techniques to the media, but also specifically
using science to debunk the theories supporting the false narrative that the United
States created the virus.81 The AMWG disclosed the Soviet disinformation operations in
its Soviet Influence Activities: A Report on Active Measures and Propaganda, 19861987. The exposure embarrassed Soviet leadership, especially at a time when the AIDS
virus was spreading through the Soviet Union and around the world while the falsified
story obstructed medical research cooperation between the countries. Following a
confrontation between U.S. Secretary of State George Schultz and Soviet General
Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev, the Soviet Academy of Sciences disavowed the story
outright in 1987 and again in 1988.82
The United States’ Cold War efforts provide a successful example of
centralization of planning and execution against the non-traditional threats posed by the
Soviet Union. This era also provides an example of a narrowly scoped interagency
coordination body’s effective efforts to expose Soviet disinformation operations. The
centralization of interagency coordination evidenced throughout the Cold War is
proportionate to the strategic risk of miscalculation or escalation against another
superpower. However, though centralizing decision-making was effective in the
conditions of the Cold War, in which the United States faced a single adversary
operating in a slower and less technologically enabled environment, those conditions do
not exist today. Today, the United States faces not only Russia, but also China, North
Korea, Iran, and the continued terrorist threat, all confronting the administration with
non-traditional challenges. Modern technology also aids in the speed, reach, and low
cost of non-traditional threats, making them all the more prevalent. In today’s conditions,
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choosing to rely primarily on the centralized National Security Council process for
interagency coordination and execution decisions will hinder the necessary tempo and
volume needed to defend against and deter future threats. The U.S. government must
create an interagency organizational structure that enables effective statecraft short of
war which keeps pace with the widespread non-standard threats to its national security.

An Interagency Framework for Non-Traditional Threats
Drawing on the examples of counterterrorism, counter-drug, and Cold War
counter-subversion interagency organizations, four distinct characteristics in
organizational design stand out as being most effective against non-traditional threats.
First and foremost, there must be complementary strategic and operational level
interagency components. A strategic-level analysis and planning component is
necessary to inform national leadership decisions and policy formulation. NCTC offers
an ideal model for strategic analysis of all intelligence from across the IC related to
state-sponsored subversive activities. NCTC’s mission of “analyzing and integrating” all
terrorism and counterterrorism information and to ensure proper sharing across
departments and agencies is a necessary component to connecting the dots of state
subversive activities.83 NCTC’s strategic operational planning mission is also necessary
to ensure unity of effort by directing planning and assigning roles and responsibilities
across the federal government. A counter-subversion center must be able to at once
inform policymaking with fully analyzed intelligence assessments and analysis of policy
options and associated risk. Centralizing both in an intelligence center under the DNI
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will give the president and the National Security Council the best available information in
as direct and efficient a manner as possible.
Creating an intelligence center under the Director of National Intelligence allows
the DNI to fully exercise his or her authority to set intelligence collection and analysis
priorities across the entire IC, and also reprogram funds and personnel to support the
new center. The DNI is empowered by legislation to create national intelligence centers
as necessary. Under current legislation, only the National Counterterrorism Center and
the National Counterproliferation Center are dictated by the law, while establishment of
all other centers is at the discretion of the DNI.84 To ensure an enduring focus on the
strategic threat posed by state-sponsored subversion, Congress should modify existing
law to compel the creation of a counter-subversion center under the Office of the
Director of National Intelligence, with the mission to analyze and integrate all related
national intelligence and conduct strategic-level planning to integrate whole-ofgovernment capabilities.
To complement the strategic analysis and planning organization, one or more
operational-level action arms are necessary to focus integration of diverse interagency
capabilities and multinational partner efforts when appropriate. The counterterrorism
task forces and JIATF South provide relevant, but slightly different models for
structuring such an organization. All include appropriate representation from
departments and agencies, each having delegated authorities within their respective
areas of responsibility that, when employed in concert with one another, create a
symbiotic effect which multiplies the impact of otherwise isolated tools. It is critical to
have not just liaisons, but senior and experienced interagency participants that can
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represent the positions of their respective organizations and also gain support for
action.85 Leadership of such interagency organizations is an art that balances respect
for bureaucratic equities with the drive for mission success. Because department and
agency contributions to these interagency organizations is often informal, the return on
investment in increased effectiveness must justify the expenditure in personnel and
other resources. Building an interagency organization can be a slow and incremental
process, but as the counterterrorism and counter-narcotics examples show, success
breeds success and over time an interagency counter-subversion operational
coordination mechanism will show value.
Where the counterterrorism and counter-drug models differ is in their
bureaucratic agency leadership and reporting structure, giving rise to the question of
what department or agency would lead interagency operational action arms. Some
experts hold that the Department of State should take lead on these issues, as George
Kennan argued in his 1948 proposal for a political warfare mechanism.86 However, as
the Active Measures Working Group of the 1980s demonstrates, the State Department
may be suited for a defensive effort to expose disinformation in order to reduce its
effectiveness or to coordinate imposing after-the-fact costs on Russia, but the culture
and expertise within the organization would not provide the depth in operations and
intelligence fusion capabilities required to disrupt active plots and dismantle end-to-end
networks that support subversive activities. Department of State concurrence with
proposed operations is a must, but that role does not require the department to have
leadership of action arms. More contemporarily, the CIA may seem viable as the lead
agency for this effort, an argument supported by the CIA’s mandate to conduct covert
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action. However, covert action is a necessary, but niche component of an overall
operational arm. As in the case of counterterrorism interagency task forces, the CIA
could lead one interagency effort that is matched with others from DoD and FBI, or
shared leadership of a single organization. As the counterdrug and counterterrorism
interagency task forces demonstrate, DoD does have the resources and the institutional
expertise to lead an interagency task force, as well as the expertise in fusing
intelligence with operations, even when those operations rely on other department and
agency authorities for action.
The DoD-led task forces highlighted in the counterterrorism and counterdrug
case studies rely on the operational authorities that are exercised through Geographic
Combatant Commanders: in JIATF South’s case, those of SOUTHCOM, and in the
counterterrorism case those of each respective combatant command inside of which
operations are executed but under the global responsibility of USSOCOM to
“synchronize planning for global operations to combat terrorist networks.”87 While this
has given SOCOM the ability to allocate its resources in alignment with counterterrorism
priorities, it is still reliant on the relevant GCC to give its approval for any operations.88
This tradeoff does ensure an agility in resource allocation that would be beneficial to
any counter-subversion effort. Conversely, the JIATF South example provides a direct
line to one combatant commander, SOUTHCOM, for a threat that originates from that
GCC Area of Responsibility, but is fundamentally transregional in nature. Cross-GCC
agreements help mitigate the challenges of working across administrative boundaries
while keeping the combatant command from which the threat is most prevalently
emanating in the lead, EUCOM in Russia’s case. The EUCOM commander is dual-
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hatted as NATO’s Supreme Allied Commander Europe, so the oversight of a DoD-led
effort could be from a unilateral standpoint or quickly become a multinational, NATO
effort if and when necessary. To fully address all state-sponsored subversion, any DoDled effort may require separate operational level interagency task forces with
coordinating mechanisms to work across administrative boundaries. Additionally, if
SOCOM takes on a greater role in countering state-sponsored subversion, assigning
the command responsibility to also manage its unique resources globally will be
essential to balance capacity across all the GCCs countering subversive threats and
fulfilling its counterterrorism responsibilities.
The three operational examples in the counterterrorism case study demonstrate
that multiple concurrent interagency organizations with overlapping, yet not redundant,
focus can be a powerful counter to non-traditional threats. The military, CIA, and FBI
each hold statutory and delegated authorities which shape the overall nature of their
respective counterterrorism operations. In each case, these authorities are blended with
other participating departments and agencies, resulting in geographic and functional
divisions of labor that add value due to the diversity in methods, global expansiveness,
and sheer volume of threats. However, it is important to remain guarded against
diffusing future counter-subversion efforts by creating multiple redundant and competing
efforts.
Second, the case studies highlight the need for an interagency organizational
structure to bridge the foreign and domestic divide that exists between the diplomatic,
military, intelligence, and law enforcement communities. Again, NCTC provides a
foundation upon which to model a strategic level analytic capability that integrates all
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sources of intelligence not universally accessible to the entire Intelligence Community.
Much like in counterterrorism, most of the IC is outward-facing regarding
counterintelligence responsibilities, while the FBI has the largely inclusive mandate for
threats inside the United States. Since so much of the subversive threat is both external
and internal, counterintelligence and counter-subversion capabilities must work
seamlessly across that divide. As the 2016 election tampering highlighted, the
intelligence and law enforcement communities have the ability to perhaps identify an
ongoing influence operation, but lack the mandate and analytic capability to assess the
impacts of influence campaigns. With a view to civil-liberties and privacy considerations,
it will be imperative to build in the ability to understand the effects of disinformation in
order to tailor counteractions such as public messaging or other tools. JIATF South and
the FBI’s JTTF are exemplars of coordinating against external threat streams with
preventative or punitive actions inside their domestic reach. Interdicting drug shipments
before they reach the United States or arresting facilitators and operatives of terrorist
groups before they have the ability to act greatly reduces the capabilities of adversary
groups to achieve their objectives. Similarly, a counter-subversion task force cannot be
limited to only providing a counter-message, but also must identify and interdict foreign
agents that are fomenting subversive opposition or coordinating violent or otherwise
harmful activities both in the United States and in partner nations. The FBI’s new
Foreign Influence Task Force is a step in the right direction, but needs other
complementary efforts across the foreign and domestic divide.
Third, future interagency organizations must have both a defensive and offensive
mandate. The U.S. government needs to not only build resiliency and parry attacks, but
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to also coordinate action at a tempo and volume which exceeds an adversary’s ability to
respond and to deter future malign activity. In building resiliency, it is increasingly
important to understand the methods that adversaries are employing and the
vulnerabilities they are exploiting. Hardening systems where able, such as preventing
cyber attacks and hacking, is one component. Educating the population and creating
more aware consumers of information will make adversary manipulation more difficult
when targets of influence operations are naturally skeptical of questionable news
sources and are motivated to do their own fact checking. “Naming and shaming” the
perpetrators and sponsors of subversive activity helps educate the population, but more
importantly, doubles as a reactive punitive measure because by exposing an operation
it disrupts and diminishes the effectiveness of an adversary’s investment, increasing
their costs.
Other punitive responses to attacks and plots are also necessary both to hold
perpetrators to account and increase costs, adding to the overall deterrent effect. Tools
available to the government include criminal charges, sanctions, and other financial
seizures. In addition, the United States has the ability to respond in symmetric and
asymmetric ways with cost-imposing measures. Not only can the government respond
to a cyber attack with a cyber attack, but it can also respond to a cyber attack by outing
adversary intelligence capabilities or exposing political leaders’ corrupt behavior, or,
more provocatively, backing opposition leaders and groups in contested areas –– or all
of the above in a coordinated and synchronized manner.89
Moving toward more proactive methods, an interagency coordinating body
should focus not only on identifying and illuminating threats, but also on disrupting them
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upstream, dismantling adversary capabilities to operate, and preempting enemy action.
Being this predictive is an intelligence-heavy and undeniably difficult task, best
accomplished through real-time multiagency coordination. As the counterterrorism and
counter-narcotics examples show, seeing threats emerge and stopping them before
they can reach a decisive point –– getting ahead of adversaries –– is invaluable for
national security and for imposing costs. These options are costly for the U.S., but a
strictly defensive posture comes with an enduring high price because of the resources
necessary to constantly cover so large an attack surface as the U.S. system of
government and open society offer.90 Ultimately, the U.S. objective of giving
adversaries more dilemmas all at once than they can reasonably handle is a way of
disincentivizing subversive activities. Just as the costs and risks of escalating to
conventional or nuclear war drive our competitors into gray zone activities, the United
States must look at both reactive and proactive tools, defensive and offensive
capabilities, to contribute to comprehensive deterrence that “raises an adversary’s
perceived cost to an unacceptable level of risk relative to the perceived benefit.”91
Fourth and finally, to be most effective, any interagency organizational structure
should include partnerships with relevant portions of the private sector. The
vulnerabilities of America’s open society and democratic system highlighted in 2016
make exploiting the private sector attractive to adversaries conducting subversive
activities. Like the counterterrorism and counter-narcotics examples, a countersubversion interagency organization may rely on regulation and the courts to enforce
sharing of private information. But including digital media platforms such as Facebook
and Twitter, as well as the news media community, as non-conventional partners will
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optimize U.S. counter-subversion efforts. It is in the interests of digital platforms and
media outlets to improve their records in policing malign activities both from an
organizational legitimacy and societal duty standpoint. Facebook and Twitter, for
example, lost public trust, and monetary valuation, in their handling of Russian
interference on their platforms. Executives from both have been called to testify before
Congress on multiple occasions regarding their steps to limit vulnerabilities to
exploitation.92 The news media have shown how they still can be manipulated, even as
they become more guarded against following trending stories without substantiation.93 A
public-private partnership may be beneficial in developing tools to identify adversary use
of automation or validate the objectivity of information sources. Appropriate regulation,
or even partnership with government agencies, creates challenges in balancing liberty
with security; privacy concerns are legitimate and must be overcome through
establishing reasonable protections to protect freedom of speech, data privacy, and
independence of a free press. It is important to begin this effort where the government
and private companies have shared interests and build upon the trust and cooperation.
The FBI’s Foreign Influence Task Force has begun sharing information with technology
companies to aid in their self-policing activities.94 Increasing shared investment in the
research and development of artificial intelligence tools to identify bot-driven information
trends and deep fakes also suits the interests of all parties and is ongoing.95 There is
much work being done by both private entities and government organizations in parallel,
which should be better synchronized to optimize its effectiveness. Private companies
and government organizations helping each other to see trends and threats in order to
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stop them before they manifest is a mutually beneficial and necessary component to an
interagency effort to counter non-traditional threats.

Status Quo, Too Risky, or Time for a Change?
Why would the United States go to such lengths to create more bureaucracy
when it is clear that the U.S. government has awoken to the subversive nature of the
current threat? Hasn’t the government shown it is now better prepared to identify and
respond to future malign activities primarily through counterintelligence, economic,
diplomatic, and law enforcement channels? The numerous indictments of Russian
actors that the Mueller investigation has yielded, the amount of sanctions implemented
in response to Russian aggression in Ukraine, and the disruption President Barack
Obama caused in kicking out Russian intelligence officers following the election
meddling illustrate that the U.S. government is indeed acting.
But it can do more. While the United States has the tools required to counter
these threats, the manner in which the government’s bureaucracy is organized creates
seams that prevent effective whole-of-government cooperation.96 Russia’s reliance on
political warfare to weaken democratic institutions, willingness to operate in the gray
zone to accomplish what they do not have the power to openly, and intent to intimidate
America’s partners and allies necessitates revitalizing a focused interagency effort. To
guard America’s vital national interests requires a mandate to synchronize and direct an
array of resilience, defensive, and offensive options at a pace at which the adversary’s
costs far outweigh the potential gains. Persistently posing more dilemmas than may be
handled at once will serve as the nation’s best deterrent to malign actions. To do so
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requires that the United States organize against this and other state-sponsored
subversive threats. In today’s threat environment of multiple competitors and rogue
actors enabled by rapidly advancing technologies, centralizing decision-making through
the NSC process will not yield the tempo and breadth needed. Rather, the United States
should use the NSC to formulate a strategy that is enabled by a national intelligence
center for counter-subversion, which provides strategic intelligence analysis and
continually assesses risks of policy choices. Delegating to departments and agencies
the authority to act within the confines of the strategy and risk analysis, and creating
one or more complementary interagency operational action arms, will provide greater
and more widespread effects.
Are not the risks of miscalculation and escalation too great to push back against
Russia and other malign actors? Would the United States raising the stakes not just
result in adversaries doing the same, escalating perhaps even to the point of military
conflict? Simply put, defeating and deterring the threat of state-sponsored nontraditional threats cannot be accomplished through defensive and reactive means alone.
To rely on such a strategy cedes the initiative to U.S. adversaries. Because the potential
attack surface is so expansive, a defensive strategy puts the national security
community in a position of being required to be everywhere at all times, a very costly
and distracting method over time. The right approach requires a willingness to increase
risk tolerance to employ proactive and asymmetric capabilities, but in a measured way –
– and, in so doing, not compromising America’s values by resorting to the same tactics
Russia has demonstrated.97 Failure to incorporate measured risk through offensive
action will force the nation to deal with these threats in perpetuity.
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The strategic environment has changed, and policy-makers clearly appreciate
this, but the national security apparatus has yet to adjust. The changes recommended
herein are not as sweeping as those compelled in 1947 and 2004, but the United States
must make real adjustments to organize for the threat. While the changes also do not
need to be revolutionary as in the counterterrorism example, they should be far more
timely and comprehensive than the evolutionary counter-narcotics example. The
resultant structure must also include more delegation across coordinated efforts than
seen in the limited-scope, Cold War–era examples. Interagency approaches are proven
to be effective in improving U.S. security and aiding in accomplishing strategic
objectives, particularly against non-traditional problem sets. In short, the United States
must ensure that the nation is postured with the appropriate interagency organizational
design for today’s threats –– only then will the U.S. government be able to protect the
nation from the aggressive strategic competition of today and into the future.
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